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“For twenty-five years I’ve asked children to take pictures of their everyday lives and to tell me about growing 

up. One of the assignments I give them is to photograph their dreams. Allen Shepherd told us about killing his 

best friend, Ricky Dixon, in a dream. Denise Dixon dreamed of herself with a snake around her neck, and Scott 

Huff had a dream about planes crashing on his head. I directed them to photograph these and other fantasies 

they might have.”     — Wendy Ewald 

 

“We had a remarkable sunset one day last November. I was walking in a meadow, the source of a small brook, 

when the sun at last, just before setting, after a cold, gray day, reached a clear stratum in the horizon, and the 

softest, brightest morning sunlight fell on the dry grass and on the stems of the trees in the opposite horizon 

and on the leaves of the shrub oaks on the hillside, while our shadows stretched long over the meadow 

eastward, as if we were the only motes in its beams. It was such a light as we could not have imagined a 

moment before, and the air also was so warm and serene that nothing was wanting to make a paradise of that 

meadow. When we reflected that this was not a solitary phenomenon, never to happen again, but that it would 

happen forever and ever, an infinite number of evenings, and cheer and reassure the latest child that walked 

there, it was more glorious still.” 

    — Henry David Thoreau from the essay “Walking,” 1861 

 

“On the prairie there is sometimes a quiet so absolute that it allows one to begin again, to love the future.”

    — Robert Adams from “In the American West is Hope Possible” 

 

“I can’t really express the excitement of finding a subject, the sense of wonderment, when you see it for the 

first time. Or go back the next year and see it again, look at it differently.”  

    — William Christenberry from “Southern Photographs” 

 

 



 

 

Personal Landsape (cont.) 

 

“. . . it was with his series of photographs of Eleanor, more than with any other subject, that Callahan most fully 

learned what it meant to see photographically. Although he had photographed her intermittently before, 

beginning in 1947 he photographed Eleanor extensively for more than a decade a and during that time she was 

central not only to his emotional, physical, and spiritual life, but also to his artistic development. . . . In all of 

these studies, Callahan did not strive to probe and uncover the innermost workings of Eleanor’s psyche, nor 

did he want to describe her ‘many selves’ as Stieglitz had attempted to do with O’Keeffe. Rather he hoped 

through his photography to discover and establish for himself those elements in their life together that had 

greatest meaning and resonance. . . .  Because of the intensity of his vision and because of his ability to translate 

his emotions and perceptions into visual forms, he was able to locate that meaning and convey it to others.” 

    — Sarah Greenough on Harry Callahan from “The Art of Seeing” 

 

 

Assignment: Considering the words you’ve read and work we’ve looked at in class, create a series of 

photographs based on your own model of the personal landscape. You may photograph the literal landscape, as 

that applies (your neighborhood, for instance) or the landscape at home. You can make a series of photographs 

based on or illustrating your dreams. You may create an extended portrait of a person you are close to or 

study a selection of personal items. You might go back to a place from your past (hometown, camp, park, etc.) 

and look at it again with new awareness and perspective. Or look at the ground you cover as you walk 

somewhere. Consider your camera and film as you would a pencil and journal, recording simple visual aspects 

of your life. Don’t look past what is right front of you; significance may appear on repeated viewings or 

prolonged attention.  

 

Consider this a kind of mini-extended project. You have at least a few weeks to shoot, process and print. Use 

at least four or five rolls of film and create at least ten final photographs printed any size you’d like on 8x10 

paper. Include a statement of 250-500 words describing your project, process, and its connection to what 

you’ve learned during the semester. Include all contact sheets from the project with your final portfolio. 

 


